Monte Carlo simulation of electrical double-layer formation from mixtures of electrolytes inside nanopores.
The formation of the electrical double layer (EDL) in the presence of trivalent and monovalent ions inside a slit-type nanopore was simulated via the canonical Monte Carlo method using a primitive model. In large pores, the distribution of ionic species is similar to that observed in an isolated planar double layer. Screening of surface charge is determined by the competitive effects between ion size and charge asymmetry of the counterions. On the other hand, as the pore size approaches the dimension of the ionic species, phenomena such as EDL overlapping become enhanced by ion-size effects. Simulation results demonstrate that EDL overlapping is not only a function of such parameters as ionic strength and surface charge density, but also a function of the properties of the ionic species involved in the EDL. Furthermore, charge inversion can be observed under certain conditions when dealing with mixtures of asymmetric electrolytes. This phenomenon results from strong ion-ion correlation effects and the asymmetries in size and charge of ionic species, and is most significant in the case of trivalent counterions with larger diameters. The simulation results provide insights into the fundamental mechanisms behind the formation of EDL within nanopores as determined by pore size and by the properties of ionic species present in solution. The findings of this work are relevant to ion sorption and transport within nanostructured materials.